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Why should we archive our data? 
Apollo 11 Moon landing tapes lost 
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Data sharing and 
archiving 
Nature:  
Vol 461, 10 September 2009 
doi:10.1038/461145a 
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Open Access 
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Open Access ? 
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100 pages in a pdf document, what 
has been an excle sheet before 
 
 
How to get the data back into excle? 
 
Ask the author? 
 e-mail addresse up-to-date? 
 
Transfer the pdf to excle?  
 Loss of time for each scientist 
 and incorrect transfer 
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Relational database 
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easy download and 
usage in various  
applications 
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Pangaea is an open access data library for earth system research. 
Data are stored georeferenced in space and time in a relational 
database and a tape archive. 
 
The data content is accessible on the internet via a search engine, 
a data warehouse and web services. 
 
The system is open to any scientist or project to archive and 
publish data. 
What is PANGAEA® ? 
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History & Milestones 
1987 Core repository database 
1989 SEDI/SEDAT proprietary predecessor 




2004 OAI and DOI 
2006 Data citation, portal software 





each dataset can be identified, shared, 
published and cited by using a Digital 
Object Identifier (DOI) 
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doi:10.1016/S0098-3004(02)00039-0 
Digital Object Identifier - DOI 
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DOI – Digital Object Identifier 
 
Is a character string used to uniquely identify an electronic document or 
object.  
 
The DOI of a document is permanent, whereas its location and other metadata 
may change 
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Who are the hosts of PANGAEA ? 
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and  
Marine Research, Bremerhaven 
Center for Marine Environmental  
Sciences, Bremen  
Both institutions have committed to long-term operate PANGAEA 
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PANGAEA is a designated 
archive  
for the journal  
Earth System Science Data 
(ESSD) 
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.547983 
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What kind of data can I found  -  
what kind of data can be published/archived  
in PANGAEA 
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International EU National 
BSRN OMARC rcom 
JGOFS CarboOcean SIRRO 
WOCE EurOceans HISTRA 
EPICA HERMES/Hermione ARCOD 
IODP EPOCA DFG/BMBF 
Major Projects 
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!    Sediment profile 
!    Seismic profile 
!    Faunal distribution 
!    Geological map 
Examples from Geoscientific Research 
IRD
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!    Images 
!    Distributed samples 
!    Hydrographic profiles 
!    Times Series 
Examples from Environmental Research 
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World vector shore line
Grain size class KOLP A
Grain size class KOEHN2
Grain size class KOEHN
Geochemistry
Grain size class KOLP B
Grain size class KOLP DIN
20 m
Scale:  1:2695194 at Latitude 0°
Source: Baltic Sea Research Institute, Warnemünde.
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Examples from Antarctic Research 
Southern Ocean Atlas Sediments and Rocks Ozone profiles 
EPICA 
European Project for 
Ice Coring in Antarctica 
CRP 
Cape Roberts Project 
Archive of  
Underwater Imaging 
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JGOFS 
Joint Global Ocean Flux Studies 
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Data          Archeology 
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DSDP / ODP / IODP 
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.57539 
Shipboard data: Initial Reports/JANUS 
 
Post-Cruise data: Scientific Results and non-
DSDP/ODP/IODP journals   
Röhl et al. 2000 
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International Polar Year  (1882-1883) 
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Data Access 
Search engine > works like Google 
Web service > exchange with portals  
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Data Warehouse search for Globobulimina affinis 
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Data Warehouse search for Globobulimina affinis 
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Globigerina bulloides Distribution map (ODV) 
Pan2Applic 
Data-Warehouse > retrieval & compilation 
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PANGAEA 
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Data provided by author/ 
principle investigator 
 
During manuscript preparation or 
submission 
 





Provision of data  
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Workflow in data publishing 
!   Provision of data (PI) 
!   Import to PANGAEA (curator) 
!   Proof-Read (PI) 
!   Corrections (curator/editor) 
!   Peer review (reviewer ?) 
!   Publication with DOI & citation 
Editorial 
Review   








 open acces to data 
 
 data in several widely accepted machine- readable formats 
 
 persistant identifier (DOI) 
 
 quality assurance on metadata 
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We are looking forward to archive Your data. 
 
Thank You 
www.pangaea.de 
